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Pizza Zaza 

"Natural Born Pizza"

Just in between the Pantheon and Piazza Navona, Zaza serves many

kinds of pizzas all strictly made with organic and carefully selected

ingredients and no animal fats. It seems that their crunchy secret is the

natural yeast left to rise for long hours. The menu also includes stuffed

pizza, rosemary flatbread and fried croquettes. They bake both white and

red pizzas that range from the classical cherry tomato and mozzarella to

the tasty but unusual zucchini, shrimp and provolone pizza. Pizzas are

sold also by the slice, and the parlor offers free delivery service too. In

good weather, take a seat at the few tables out front and enjoy the view of

the busy square.

 +39 06 6880 1357  ifix-iphone.com/  info@pizzazaza.com  Piazza Sant’Eustachio 49,

Rome

 by American Heritage

Chocolate on Unsplash on 
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Antico Forno Roscioli 

"Best Pizza Bianca"

Antico Forno Roscioli is not your average bakery but a quite popular

neighborhood fixture famous for its pizza bianca. The sister restaurant is

just down the lane, but this little eatery is a perfect lunchtime place

serving exceptional pizzas, pastas, vegetable dishes and desserts. The

staff is friendly and the quality sustains a high level. Gluten-free and

kosher breads are also offered; and you can pick up a lunch bag to go if it

gets too crowded.

 +39 06 686 4045  www.anticofornoroscioli.it

/

 info@anticofornoroscioli.co

m

 Via dei Chiavari 34, Rome
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Gioia Mia Pisciapiano 

"Pizze in the Centro Storico"

Do not be put off by the noise in this central and very pleasant pizzeria.

There are classic pizzas and traditional Roman cuisine such as Pasta

Cacio e Pepe or the delicious Pasta al Amatriciana and a limited choice of

side vegetables lightly cooked with a little hot pepper. The restaurant has

a good selection of wines to accompany your meal.

 +39 06 488 2784  Via degli Avignonesi 34, Rome
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Antica Pizzeria Est Est Est 

"Long-Established Roman Pizzeria"

Historic pizzeria, open for over 100 years and known as 'la pizzeria di Via

Genova', which can be noisy but welcoming at the same time, making it a

popular group destination. Antica Pizzeria Fratelli RICCI EST! EST!! EST!!!

has been managed by the Ricci family since its establishment in 1888.

Pizzas can be either bassa (thin) according to Roman tradition, or alta

(thick) according to Neapolitan rules, depending on your preference. The

calzoni, codfish fillets and crostini are also delicious. Beverages offered

include beer and wine.

 +39 06 488 1107  via Genova 32, Rome

 by joshuemd   

La Montecarlo 

"Crowded, But Always Fast Service"

Popular pizzeria for foreigners and locals alike. Swift, courteous service.

There are open-air tables for dining during the summer months. The

pizzas, canapés, fried foods and bruschette (toast with various toppings)

are all excellent. Pizzas are generally thin crusted and crunchy (per Roman

tradition), and the numerous other fried foods are always a joy. There are

also some first and second course dishes on the menu, that are typically

Italian, like risotto and spaghetti. The desserts are home-made.

 +39 06 686 1877  www.lamontecarlo.it/  info@lamontecarlo.it  Vicolo Savelli 13, Rome

 by RaSeLaSeD - Il Pinguino   

La Taverna de' Mercanti 

"Stunning Tavern"

This beautiful restaurant, with huge candles on every table and its 17th-

century feel, is the perfect place for a romantic dinner (period dramas are

often filmed here). There is a classic pizzeria menu: fried antipasti,

delicious bruschette, pizzas and desserts. The freshest mozzarella, extra

virgin olive oil and dough are used to create such masterpieces as the

fontina e tartufo pizza and the classic margherita. The desserts are

homemade - the tiramisù, pannacotta and the torte della nonna are very

good. Prices are only slightly higher than in other pizzerias. The ancient

walls and the beams overshadow the rest of the furnishings. However,

there are always new details to catch the eye: garlic, onions and peppers

hang from the beams, as well as antique oil lanterns. People from

centuries past have written along the high walls and their words are still

visible; meat hooks and antique nails and cracks also ooze history.

 +39 06 588 1693  info@tavernademercanti.com  Piazza dei Mercanti 3a, Rome
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Baffetto 

"Famous Roman Pizzeria"

Baffetto is a historic Roman pizzeria which, over the years, has stood out

because of its 'family feel' and of course for the wide variety of delicious

pizzas offered daily. Sometimes you may have to wait in line for a short

while because of the restaurant's popularity, but be patient, the service is

very fast and the pizza is really worth the wait! You will also find mouth-

watering bruschette, various salads, mushrooms, beans, and super home-

made desserts. A real gem for the Italian food lover in us all.

 +39 06 686 1617  www.pizzeriabaffetto.it  Via del Governo Vecchio 114, Rome
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Ai Marmi 

"Popular Pizzeria in Trastevere"

Very popular with tourists and Italians who come from all parts of Rome.

The young crowd call Ai Marmi l’Obitorio 'the morgue' because of the

marble tables and walls made of stone. Despite this, there is a lively,

friendly atmosphere. The excellent pizzas can be accompanied by rice and

other kinds of croquettes, fillets of dry salted cod, pumpkin flowers and

beans dressed in different ways. An extensive list of beer and wine are

available to accompany your gooey cheesy pizzas.

 +39 06 580 0919  Viale di Trastevere 53, Rome

 by TheFork 

Restaurant La Gattabuia 

"Roman Dishes & Red Wines!"

Located in the neighborhood of Trastevere, Restaurant La Gattabuia is

one great place for delicious steaks and pizzas. The low lit and soft

ambiance sure proves for a relaxed meal. The authentic Italian and Roman

delicacies like the carbonara, amatriciana, gnocchi, fried and grilled

vegetables and the grilled items such as the fillets, steaks and roasts are

much appreciated here. The pizzas prepared slowly in their special wood

stove cannot be missed here. Complement your meals and choose from a

vast variety of 80 red wines from Lazio. Be sure to end the evening with

the perfect dessert from their menu. Call ahead to inquire more on hosting

your private events here.

 +39 06 58 4813  info@lagattabuia.it  Via Del Porto 1, Rome

Dar Poeta 

"Suprise Pizza"

Situated in the heart of Trastevere, this pizzeria is run by a group of

friends who are constantly dreaming up ideas for new and extravagant

pizzas. When it comes to taste, the traditional pizzas may just have the

edge on the more creative ones. The calzone (folded pizza) filled with

marscapone or ricotta and nutella is not to be missed. Savor the authentic

taste of pizzas slowly cooked in a wood oven. The home-made desserts

are offer a perfect ending to your pizza fest.

 +39 06 588 0516  www.darpoeta.com/en/da

r-poeta-en/

 marco@darpoeta.com  Vicolo del Bologna 45/46,

Rome
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La Gallina Bianca 

"Country & Neapolitan Style"

This is a brightly colored country-style pizzeria with a large room and one

smaller, quieter room. The service is fast and efficient, and the pizza is

excellent, in Neapolitan style - high and soft. The fried seafood,

pagnottielli, bruschetta, vegetable dishes and salads are all tasty as are

the pastas and grilled dishes. The desserts are made on the premises,

they cannot be missed! For reservations and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 474 3777  lagallinabiancaroma.it/  f.gallina@mclink.it  Via A. Rosmini 5/11, Rome
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Li Rioni 

"For the Night Pizza Cravings"

Traditional Italian pizzas, fresh out of the wooden oven, is what awaits you

as you step in through the doors of Li Rioni for a satisfying dinner. Thin

crust covered with cheese and topped with meat and veggies make it a

wonderful meal. A range of wines are offered to complement the food.

The patio is a great place to enjoy hot pizzas in the cool breeze while

ensconced in Rome's historical architecture. This place is open till around

12a, making it a perfect place to satisfy those midnight hunger pangs with

delicious cheesy pizzas.

 +39 06 7045 0605  Via dei Santissimi Quattro Coronati 24, Rome

 by Nicolás Perondi on 
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Pizza Ré 

"Open Over 100 Years"

This pizzeria has been open for over 100 years and is one of the most

Neapolitan pizzerias in Rome, popular with both locals and tourists. Right

near the Piazza del Popolo, it is easy to get to and is in a pleasant and

appealing part of the city. The thick pizzas, rolled out by hand and baked

in the wood-fired oven, are excellent. The Neapolitan appetizers, various

fried foods and desserts are all very good, as are the wines from the

Campania region.

 +39 06 321 1468  www.pizzare.it/  Via di Ripetta 14, Rome

 by Aurélien Lemasson-

Théobald on Unsplash   

Da Remo 

"Pizzas Exactly the Way Romans Do"

A simple small, Roman trattoria with quick service and hence a constant

queue at the door. But the customers are quick to praise the quality and

the price. The Roman pizzas are excellent, as are the classical fried dishes.

The much-raved about Margerita has fans all over and is a definite must-

try. Beer is served as are sweets and gelato. Perfect for late-night dining

after endless sightseeing or a romantic Italian flick.

 +39 06 574 6270  Piazza di Santa Maria Liberatrice 44, Rome
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Al Forno della Soffitta 

"True Neapolitan"

Lovers of true pizza Napoletana, raised with a chewy crust, will line up to

try Stefano's pizzas, every one of which is delicious. The pizzas, served on

wooden chopping boards, are original, varied and incredibly good, for

instance, pizza D'Annunzio (with Provola cheese, onion and chili pepper).

The fried mixed fish dishes and focaccias are also very nice. Delectable

desserts are also offered.

 +39 06 4201 1164  www.alfornodellasoffitta.it

/

 direzione.soffitta@gmail.co

m

 Via Piave 62/64, Rome
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Uffa, Che Pizza! 

"Tasty & Original"

Despite the tongue-in-cheek name of the place, which suggests a tiring

abundance of pizza, you will soon be stuffing yourself with one of their

many varieties on the menu, which include some one-of-a-kind

combinations. The new management has impressed customers and made

this a local favorite. Superb homemade pasta and Italian dishes make for a

delicious meal. The casual ambience of the dining place also appeals to

the locals who can be seen hanging out here and quelling their appetite.

 +39 06 4436 2444  Via dei Taurini 39/41, Rome

 by Sarang Pande on 
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Formula 1 

"Fast & Furious!"

San Lorenzo's historic pizzeria, recently renovated, has got seriously swift

service. The atmosphere is fun - bold, red, like a Ferrari. Often frequented

by local university students. Roman pizzas - bianche or rosse (red or white

sauce base) - as well as many side dishes and appetizers made just the

way you like them.

 +39 06 445 3866  Via degli Equi 13, Rome

 by Karthik Garikapati on 
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L'isola della Pizza 

"Pizza & Game"

A great pizzeria run for more than ten years by Vito, a hunter from

Amatrice. Pizza alla romana (thin and crispy crust) on offer in addition to a

variety of starters. During hunting season you can also find delicious

game and tasty grilled meats. Home-made desserts. Pale Carlsberg on

draft, great wine selection with outdoor dining in summer.

 +39 06 3973 3483  www.isoladellapizza.com/  info@isoladellapizza.com  Via degli Scipioni 45, Rome

 by Mink Mingle on Unsplash   

Gaudì 

"Cuisine from Sorrento"

Pizza al metrò (by the meter) has made Gaudì famous, which now also

specializes in dishes from Sorrento. There are more than thirty varieties of

Pizza al metro, and it is the restaurant's pièce de resistance. There are

also other dishes from the region on the menu, such as Torte Rustiche,

fried dishes, salads and desserts. There is a wonderful grill on view which

is used for preparing meat, cheese and vegetables recipes.

 +39 06 884 5451  www.pizzeriagaudi.it/  info@pizzeriagaudi.it  Via Ruggero Giovannelli

8/12, Rome
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Pizza Luigi 

"Small Eatery Serving Exceptional Pizza"

Pizza Luigi has remained a neighborhood fixture for authentic Italian-style

pizzas since 1985. The Centro Storico location makes it an ideal

destination to stop by for a bite between all the sightseeing and exploring.

Atmosphere is casual and service is top-notch, seating is plenty. There are

over a 50 varieties of pizzas to choose from; which come with classic,

seasonal and gourmet toppings. Catering service is also offered.

 +39 06 578 2882  www.pizzaluigi.it/  info@pizzaluigi.it  Via Federico Nansen 6/12,

Rome
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ZeroZero100 

"Satiating the Palate and Belly"

Nestled in the heart of Tiburtino district, ZeroZero100 is a wonderful place

to drop by for a late dinner after your tiring day of touring. The restaurant

offers a tantalizing Mediterranean fare. If you are in the mood for a local

twist, try out their traditional pizzas. On weekends, visit this restaurant for

a delectable brunch with your friends or family. You can gorge on toasts,

eggs, bacon, sausage, croissants, and muffins, along with which you can

enjoy a drink or a coffee to your heart's content.

 +39 06 4470 2346  00100.biz/  info@zerozero100.it  Via del Verano 27, Via dei

Piceni 56, Rome
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Pizzarium 

"Pizza at its Best"

If Anthony Bourdain recommends this restaurant, you know its going to

be good! The pizzas are Pizzarium are innovative and creative when it

comes to their toppings. the supplì list changes often and is a really good

try. This restaurant is mostly for take away and has limited standing space

to eat.

 +39 06 3974 5416  Via della Meloria 43, Rome
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La Gatta Mangiona 

"Beer and Pizzas"

La Gatta Mangiona is the perfect way to end a working day. Stop by for

some delicious thin-crust pizza. Put that together with a nice chilled beer

and you have a simple meal that will be nothing but enjoyable. The

restaurant is a simple set up and is perfect for a casual evening with

family or friends. Besides a good beer list, the pizzeria also has a good

selection of wines.

 +39 06 534 6702  www.lagattamangiona.com/  Via Federico Ozanam 30-32, Rome
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Joseph Ristorante 

"Italian Goodness!"

If authentic pizza is on your mind Joseph Ristorante is one of the perfect

places to be at. With casual atmosphere and warm friendly service, this

restaurant is reasonably priced. The Italian menu consists of

mouthwatering steaks, pastas, signature pizzas, lasagnas, and everything

nice. The desserts are something you wouldn't want to miss after such a

wonderful meal. The wine collection is extensive at very good prices.

Reservations are recommended, or arrive early to avoid queuing up. For

more information on hiring this space for your special events, call ahead.

 +39 06 662 3887  www.ristorantejoseph.com/it/  Via Accursio 12, Rome
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La Fucina 

"Pizza Delights"

Nestled in the heart of Portuense, La Fucina offers guests a tantalizing

variety of pizzas. The pizzas offered here gives you a true taste of the

Mediterranean flair. Choose from toppings of chicken, beef or fish,

blended with organic vegetables. Traditional pizzas like La Margherita, La

Napoletana and La Foccacia Bianca are available. Gorge on the pizzas,

while the amicable staff caters to your needs and make you feel at home.

A trip around Rome is incomplete without a bite of their popular pies, so

do try out one from La Fuchina.

 +39 06 559 3368  Via Giuseppe Lunati 25/31, Rome

Mamma Che Pizza 

"Homemade Pizza"

A cozy little pizza restaurant on the corner of "pizza" district, you will find

a wide range of places to choose from. Menu offers "pizza al taglio" which

literally means "pizza by the slice" with a wider variety of tastes. There are

tables and a TV, the atmosphere is very relaxed and perfect for a quick

lunch. They offer take away, so you can enjoy a slice-full at home.

 +39 06 540 4290  www.mammachepizza-

roma.com/

 info@mammachepizza.net  Via Poggio Ameno 34/40,

Rome
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Life Pizzeria Biologica 

"The Healthy Pizza"

Life Pizzeria Biologica introduced Rome to the concept of binging on fast

food like pizza in a healthy manner. Founded on the philosophy of staying

in harmony with mother earth, this is the first pizzeria in Rome to offer a

wholesome organic meal. Bruscetta, caprese, various cheese and salads

offer the perfect kick-start to your meal. Follow it up with their variety of

pizzas, ranging from classic traditional ones to house specials. A range of

organic drinks and beverages are available to complement your food.

 +39 06 3326 5318  www.lifepizzeriabio.com/  info@lifepizzeriabio.com  Via Cassia 701, Rome
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Sforno 

"Rome's Best Pizza"

If you thought only Naples had Italy's best pizzas then you couldn't be

more wrong. Come down to Sforno - Rome's ruling pizza favorite. It calls

for a trip to the suburbs, all the way to Tuscolano, but Sforno is good

enough to end up in your Rome travelogue. Pizzas are not your usual

stalwarts but long-rising Neapolitan-style; must-trys being the Greenwich,

Cacio e Pepe and Testarossa. And the menu goes beyond pizzas,

featuring homemade fritti, desserts and antipasti. To wash down the

offerings, there is a good choice of beers and wines. Reservations are

recommended.

 +39 06 7154 6118  www.sforno.it/prenotazioni/  Via Statilio Ottato 110/116, Rome
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El Cubano 

"Cuban Meals"

This local restaurant serves great Cuban delicacies. The ambiance at El

Cubano is casual and lively for a fun time, whether with colleagues or

friends. The staff is very friendly and their service is much appreciated. Try

their fried chicken and banana, rice with beans, vegetables, shrimp, ham

and eggs, croquettes, salad with avocado and much more. Complement

your meals with some of the creative mixes at the bar. For reservations

and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 718 0139  Via Siderno 50, Rome
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